HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
Analogue phenomenon: exploring music and culture inside Rare and Kind Records
Belonging, community and place connection in the performing arts
Brexit, national identity and the print media: Britain's pro-leave tabloid campaigns
Culinary practices and the constitution of community
Football fandom: community, identity and place: late-modernity defined by placelessness. A case
study of Brighton and Hove Albion
Importance of public space: Bexhill seafront, Sussex
Islamisation of space: a complex and negotiated politics
Performativity, representation and body politics within the British South Asian student experience
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Performing spatiality through digital storytelling: new geographies of social media
Race, place and national identity
Relationship between London street gangs and territoriality

132625
149852
118816

The West Pier: ruin, nostalgia and the decay of form
There's no place like home': perspectives from third culture kids
Transient places'? Glastonbury Festival and the re-imagination of Worthy Farm
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132635
132569

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY
Algorithmic management and worker relations: Deliveroo riders in Brighton
Brexit as a rupture? The voices, opinions and reflections of EU nationals in Brighton and
End of the nation era? Evidence from Bangkok
Fear and tourism: impact of terrorism and political instability on tourism behaviour
Hong Kong as a gateway to China: a network analysis of offshore investment
How has a 'politics of fear' been employed by the Leave campaign of the 2016 British EU
referendum
Oil in Russia: evolving relationship between state, oligarch and global capitalism
One belt, one road: one outcome? An electronic archival of Chinese overseas port investment
under the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
Vermont's resistance to Walmart
War of Words: influence of ambiguity within the discourse of the Israel-Palestine conflict
MIGRATION
Am I a Plastic Paddy? An autoethnography of Irishness and the experiences of 2nd and 3rd
generation Irish in the UK
From immigration to integration: sub-Saharan African immigrants in Madrid
How the Sierra Leonean UK diaspora mobilised and responded to the 2014 Ebola outbreak, with
an analysis of social media
Women's vulnerabilities in the context of flooding and migration - Bangladesh
SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY
Being, belonging and becoming: hidden homeless youth
Campus cultures and the impact of fear : constructions of female Muslim identities
Class representation at University: what 'social class' means to students studying at the University
of Sussex
Container homes:space, place, belonging and community in Brighton
Effects of forest school programmes on environmental awareness in primary school children
Facebook feminists: social media as a platform for contemporary feminist engagement
Gated communities : exploring the effect of socio-spatial segregation in private residential space
on social identity
Geographies of home education: home, family and communities
Growing power: reclaiming individual and community control through urban gardening initiatives
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Housing as a commodity: lived experiences of Southwark residents

147147

How does the Neighbourhood Effect influence political attitudes towards environmentalism in
…suburban Brighton
Investigating how…... International Volunteering affects a volunteer's sense of space and place

147084

Investigating social housing stereotypes in Tottenham: effects, resistance: the role of the media

165418

Negotiating belonging through Cuban salsa dancing in Brighton
Participation and the pursuit of sustainable consumption
Perception of gender effects on the uptake of geography at A level and university
Representation, poverty and geographies of exclusion: the formation of the black ghetto in 1920's
New York
Representations of sexuality and gender in pornographic films
Sustainable initiatives in building for a happier society
The embodied experience of bleeding:how the everyday lived experience of mensturation effects
individuals' relationships with place, space and the construction of a gendered identity in the UK
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118875

To what extent are returning British Third Culture Kids (TCKs) able to achieve a sense of home
and belonging?
What are beauty ideals according to students?

147785

Women and the gym: gender relations, performance of femininities and…resisting hegemonic
femininity in the…gym
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118827
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